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Abstract
This paper recounts the efforts of the author to increase student engagement in computer
science courses. Research and application of Project Based Learning (PBL) is presented,
covering educational strategies to implement a challenging and engaging computer programming
curriculum. The purpose of using PBL was due to reports and research that suggested that PBL
would increase student engagement, and therefore, learning.

The objective and subjective data represented in this paper shows support for PBL and its
effectiveness in computer science and other subjects over traditional learning models. This paper
uses strategies and research supported pedagogy from the Buck Institute, New Tech Network,
David Pink, David Conley, and other sources. Due to implementation of PBL strategies and the
Robofest competition, Belleville High was successful in achieving these goals.

Keywords: project based learning, computer science, student engagement, PBL, PrBL.
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1. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

How do educators create a relevant curriculum for computer science? Engaging learners
with real life application of introductory computer programming material is a fundamental
challenge in many computer science class rooms. Often times the material is presented in such a
manner that it requires memorization and meaningless application, much like what one might
observe in a frustrating mathematics class in high school. In a traditional course, a student might
be asked to create a looping program that displays a message on a screen three times. Although
an educator or professional might understand the long term implications of this program,
students often do not. An observer might walk into a computer science course and ask; “why are
you learning this” only to have a student respond something to the affect; “because it is on the
chapter one test”. The student would likely be unable to explain how the information could be
used in a program or other real life application. This makes computer science courses and
programming career opportunities seem more mechanical and less innovative. The purpose of
this research is to offer a Project Based Learning unit curriculum that might be used to bring
meaning to computer science material and allow any student to respond to the answer of the
question “why are you learning this” with an informed reply as to the reason he or she might
need the information being presented or researched.

This paper describes some research based strategies to enhance instruction, specifically
computer programming, in an elective course. Outlined will be; creating a Project Based
Learning (PBL) unit approach and how it can help to improve engagement and learning in a
computer science course, using Problem Based Learning (PrBL) to fill in the gaps, and using
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public presentation to enhance the learning experience and authenticity of the experience.
Documents herein will share the organizational lesson planning. This paper summarizes the
student experiences of the educational process and outcomes of focusing on a competition-based
learning environment and the inclusion of community partnership and public presentation, such
as at the Robofest competitions.

1.1 The Beginning

Beginning a new computer science offering in Belleville High School was not an easy
task. At first, only a small number of students were interested. Actually, to be more precise,
only two young men were interested. These students were first included concurrently in a class
with other students in an introductory computer course (essentially, how to use word processing
software). The two groups were given separate instruction and tasks during that course. These
two young men were exceptional and intrinsically motivated to learn the material but the
traditional methods of learning the material did not fully engage them or challenge them to their
fullest potential. After the course, the two students were surveyed and given a final assessment.
The data taken from the survey and assessment was then used to shape the new approach /
curriculum for the course for the following school year.

The following year the course was offered again in semester increments, but as a standalone course. Semester one would be titled “Computer Programming One” and the second
semester was titled “Computer Programming Two”. These students were taught the basics of
Object Oriented Design using the Java language. Using the BlueJ© environment, students were
introduced new concepts such as variable and how to print-out on a screen using a basic
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application. Students would benefit from the built-in Unified Modeling Language (UML)
feature and some of the ease of access / low entry level features. Students soon were being
taught via teacher presentations and challenges. This method of lecture and practice was the
order of teaching and learning in the class as it reflected the educators experience in college.
Full manipulation of information and student engagement, however, was still not at an
acceptable level (at least 80% of students).

To make matters more challenging for the instructor, the course had begun to see
enrollment of students who wished to use the course for a senior math credit (as opposed to
taking a fourth year of math) as per the Michigan Merit Curriculum [1]. These students openly
admit to joining the course because they felt it might be an easier option than “doing any work”.
Student success and engagement was at an alarming low.

It was not until visiting teacher observations, more student surveys and further reflection
of the instructor during the early winter after the first semester that the decision to reach out to
the community and find some real world applications and challenges was made. It was clear that
students wanted an option to investigate computer programming but they did not enjoy the
arduous task of dissecting every line of a long program that had no relatable use to their current
or foreseeable lives. Work had begun in earnest with a partnership with Lawrence Technological
University and their Robofest competition (please see Robofest.org). Soon, a new approach to
computer programming would take place at Belleville High School. The courses now integrated
student choice, real life application, and preparation for college courses in a meaningful and
engaging manner.
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The keys to the new strategy for the computer programming courses were: community,
purpose, autonomy of task, and inquiry (an ability to manipulate code in a visual / concrete way
as soon as possible). Student’s first learned the basics of setting up a computer with an Integrated
Development Environment (Eclipse), began to work on some graphic / concrete challenges using
Turtle libraries and editing an online creative commons work by Carl Burch, a professor for
Hendrix College in Conway, Arkansas, USA titled: “Programming Via Java” [2]. The Turtle
libraries allow students to create graphic examples of code in a simplistic and accessible
manner.

Figure 1: Output result of a program created in the furst week of instruction

While students are creating moving turtle object that draw lines and perform other
actions, they are incidentally learning about variables, method calls, loops, and screen print-out.
This would eventually lead to students having a skill set that would allow them to investigate one
of the following branches of interest to them for a semester long project in semester two; video
game programming, mobile application development, robotics, or application development. This
was the beginning of building a program that was engaging, challenging, and relevant. Even the
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students who had no desire to pursue a career in computer science began to find a connection to
the material covered in the course.

2. CHAPTER TWO: THE SETUP
With an increasing emphasis on diminishing budgets for public schools, instructors and
administrators are now under more pressure than ever to purchase curriculum tools that are
effective and long lasting. Fortunately for computer science teachers, especially programming
teachers, this is an increasingly simpler task thanks to the multiple open source options. The
following chapter will discuss what options are being used at Belleville High School in Belleville
Michigan and why these options were selected.

2.1 Selecting the Programming Language

Debate ensues on which language is the best to learn for beginners. This research does
not intend to answer that question or to defend any particular language above the next. The
purpose of the selected language, Java, is due to several parameters for which the particular
situation called; cost, platform dependency, pre-existing and free learning resources, free
powerful and professional Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and full open source.
Please note, if you plan to mirror the setup of the computer science lab at Belleville High School,
installation must be followed in the exact order that it is presented below. Failure to do so will
result in complications in your lab setup and lost time in teaching. If you are fortunate enough to
have an Information Technology department, you would be wise in collaborating with them on
the setup and specifics as they can help you navigate through several potential pitfalls.
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2.2 Installing Java

Setup of a Java lab must start at the installation of the Java Development Kit (JDK).
Since Java is an open source language, meaning anyone can freely use and alter the product; it is
free to download from a myriad of online sources. It is recommended however, to download the
JDK from Oracle, who owns the patents and copyrights of the Java language. Navigating to
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html and then searching for the
JDK appropriate for each particular platform (e.g. Linux, Mac, Windows 32, Windows 64, etc.).
There are several resources to guide an individual through setup. Ideally a teacher would have a
technician from their school districts technology department perform this. However, if this is not
a possibility, Oracle, YouTube (search for: “Install JDK”), and http://mrbutka.net/java.html
(“How to Install at Home” Step 1) are all useful resources.

2.3 Installing Eclipse

After installing the JDK, Eclipse should be installed. Eclipse is an open source freeware
that is free of adware and malware. Like the JDK, Eclipse can be downloaded from various
resources though it is highly recommended to go to the home page for Eclipse:
https://www.eclipse.org/ and navigate to the download section for the most current standard
version of Eclipse. Again, ideally a teacher would have a technician from their school districts
technology department perform this. However, if this is not a possibility, the Eclipse website,
YouTube (search for: “Install Eclipse”), and http://mrbutka.net/java.html (“How to Install at
Home” Step 2) are all useful resources.
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2.4 Installing Turtles and ACM Graphics Libraries

Since the goal in the programming course at Belleville High School is to have the
students manipulating the programming language as soon as they possible and in the most
concrete fashion as possible, it is recommended that the Turtle and ACM Graphics packages are
installed as well. The Turtle and ACM Graphics packages are accessible at
http://mrbutka.net/java.html and installation is explained therein (Step 3).

The Turtle and ACM Graphics libraries are a sandbox, a safe place to play and explore,
for Java programming. These two libraries are complete with Java documentation, much like
what a professional programmer would see in the Java Application Programming Interface
(API). The major difference in the Turtle and ACM Graphics compared to the Java API is the
amount of documentation. The rationale behind using these two libraries as opposed to the full
Java API is due to the concern that students would be overwhelmed by looking at the full Java
API at first. If used properly, the Turtle and ACM libraries can be used to support the skill set to
necessary to effectively use the Java API in the future. There are a few variations and sources to
download these libraries and view their API’s. Those discussed in the paper are easily found at:
http://mrbutka.net/JavaSite/ch01-overview/ in the right pane (see figure 2 below), and
http://mrbutka.net/java.html (“How to Install at Home” Step 3)
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Figure 2: Downloading the Turtle and ACM Libraries

“Having students develop code using their own machines also increases the likelihood
that they will undertake independent projects outside of class, which supports a culture of
creativity and experimentation. [3]” This quote from “A Portable Graphics Library for
Introductory CS” explains the reasoning behind Stanford’s use of Java and the Turtles / ACM
Graphics libraries in their Introductory CS (Computer Science) courses. The above comment has
been supported in observation at Belleville High School. Students have created several
additional projects for nothing more than a curiosity and desire to do so. No rewards (e.g. extra
credit), beyond class recognition were offered to create such programs. Students are encouraged
to bring in their own machines and highly encouraged to have the installation at home even if
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their machine is not a laptop. This is done through competitions (first to install), parent contacts
(email or calls to share support and resources), and extra credit.

3. METHODS

Since engaging students was of utmost importance, student centered approaches were
researched and undertaken. The goal was to find a methodology that was researched based,
practiced real world skills that prepared students for both career and college readiness, and a
method that reached out to extend beyond the walls of the physical classroom. Eventually,
Project Based Learning was the instructional delivery method selected. Explained in this
chapter will be; the elements of Project Based Learning (PBL) and Problem Based Learning
(PrBL), which is used to support potential skill / knowledge gaps in the PBL units.

3.1 Overview of the Project Based Learning Process

The table below is an outline summary of what most research and studies of effective
Project Based Learning instructors actually do in order to execute their pedagogy. Although
some research and how-to resources may use differing vernacular, this outline is a fair summary
of those most commonly seen in the PBL community.
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Table 1. Steps of PBL Implementation

Process

Explanation

Process of aligning standards and curriculum,
Project Planning

creating community connections, identifying
resources and anticipated “need to knows”.

Conducting an entry event / document to share
the driving question. This is when groups are
formed and norms / agreements are set for each
Project Launch

group. “Need to knows” are also identified at
this point. Often, the rubric is shared at this
time (or created in a collaborative conversation
with the classroom and instructor).

During this period students lead instruction as
their “need to knows” are addressed and
Project Time
reviewed to discover what has been learned
and if any new ones arise. This is a time of
research, collaboration, practice, and
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correction.

This phase of the project is an opportunity for
students to present the fruits of their research
Project Presentation
and collaboration. Ideally; parents, community
members, and peers are present to observe the
presentation / product.

3.2 Project Based Learning and Problem Based Learning
Many teachers might claim: “I already do projects in my classroom”. Although there
may be a degree of truth in this statement, it is important to note that projects and Project Based
Learning are not the same. There are a litany of definitions for Problem Based Learning and
Project Based Learning. In this work; PBL is defined as pedagogy where “learning is contextual,
creative, and shared. Students collaborate on meaningful projects that require critical thinking,
creativity, and communication in order for them to answer challenging questions or solve
complex problems. By making learning relevant to them in this way, students see a purpose for
mastering state-required skills and content concepts” [4]. PrBL is defined as; “a form of inquirybased instruction used primarily in Mathematics that places the students in several smaller
problem scenarios rather than a single, large project scenario. Supported by National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) and the National Science Foundation (NSF), much of what
makes PBL so successful is present in a PrBL environment, including Entry Events, the Need-toKnow (NTK) process, and student-centered scaffolding” [4].
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In order to create a successful PBL unit, an instructor must include three essential
components; significant content, 21st century skills, and in-depth inquiry [4]. Significant
content is the information to be learned during the unit. This content should be derived from
state / course standards and objectives. 21st century skills are the skills necessary for students to
be successful in academic and professional contexts (collaboration, time management,
technology, etc.). In-depth inquiry is the inherent need to conduct research (student lead) in
order to accomplish the desired outcome. This desired outcome is defined by the Driving
question(s)

3.3 PBL: Driving Question

A proper PBL and Driving Question should have a real world application, community
connection, and allow for a degree of autonomy of task. Daniel Pink, author of Drive, states that
true, sustained motivation derives from the following: “1. Autonomy – the desire to direct our
own lives. 2. Mastery — the urge to get better and better at something that matters. 3. Purpose —
the yearning to do what we do in the service of something larger than ourselves.” [4] In this
particular application, the implementation of the VCC, the driving question was crafted carefully
to echo the three factors afore mentioned and is as follows: How can we, as aspiring computer
scientists, modify and program an L2Bot in order to create an efficient and reliable autonomous
driving vehicle? The autonomy of the task is the ability for students to come up with
programming solutions of their own desire as well as to modify the robot (within competition
regulations) as they see fit. Mastery comes from the students’ ability to practice and test often as
well as to create solutions to several mini-challenges along the way (as outlined in the PBL
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planning form in the appendix). Purpose is reflected in the reality of a greater goal, autonomous
vehicles. There is much research and real life application working towards such an outcome as
seen in examples such as DARPA’s Urban Challenge.

3.4 PBL: Need to Know
After the driving question has been revealed students are engaged in creating a “need to
know” list. In a traditional classroom setting an instructor teaches towards a goal by covering
one subject to the next, quizzing and then testing. Often times students in these classes can not
answer a seemingly simple question; “why are you learning this?” In a properly executed PBL
classroom, students can answer that question because students create the purpose for the lesson
of the day by identifying their “Need to Know” list.
A “Need to Know” list can be created in many ways. A common tactic is to start the
discussion in small groups using the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What do you know about the project?
What do you know about the content of the project already?
What do you need to know about the content of the project?
What do you need to know about the logistics of the project?
Figure 3

After small groups have had the time, about 5-10 minutes, to work on these answers there
should be a collective conversation facilitated for the whole group. During the conversation a
person assigned the role of recorder should be writing these down on a large poster board, paper,
or other easily accessible and shareable format. This is not a time to answer any questions,
simply to record them. A great deal of work should be done by the instructor to anticipate need
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to knows and lead students towards those that they forget through carefully crafted questioning
and classroom discussion.

These “Need to Knows” will drive lesson planning for the instructor and serve in
engaging the students because it was their “Need to Know” that you are helping to answer in the
lesson of the day. Research and discovery should be supported by assistance in resource finding
and careful management of students, small workshops, and not necessarily direct instruction for
the whole classroom.

3.5 PBL: Student Voice and Choice
In Daniel Pink’s book Drive, autonomy is a major focus of conversation. Autonomy is
not the ability of the student to do whatever he or she desires. Rather, autonomy is the ability of
the student to deliver their product in a myriad of ways that suit their interests. Suppose a project
evolved around this particular standard from the Michigan Department of Education:

Figure 4

The driving question might be something along the lines of; “How do we, as research
assistants to the local holocaust / genocide museum, create an original artifact that teaches the impact
that genocides have had on the regions in which they occurred?” Although there is a clear
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connection to the standard, there is room for autonomy. The students must know about the
genocides, and their causes and consequences, but they can all create an artifact of their choice.
A technology savvy student might desire to create an interactive webpage illustrating the impact
of genocides around the world. A musically gifted student might create a compilation of songs
that share the social impacts as well as create and perform an original piece that they created
from their understanding of the material. An artistically gifted student might create a gallery of
paintings that encapsulate a similar idea.

3.6 PBL: Collaboration and 21st Century Skills
21st century learning skills are; “…the skills, knowledge and expertise students must master to
succeed in work and life; it is a blend of content knowledge, specific skills, expertise and literacies.” [6]
A growing movement in many secondary schools is a focus on 21st century learning skills in conjunction
with pure content knowledge. The New Tech Network Schools, a collaborative partnership of the New
Tech Network and over 120 public and private schools across the United States of America and Australia,
are a great example of such schools. In the New Tech Network, many schools focus on such 21st century
skills as: Knowledge & Thinking, Agency, Written Communication, Oral Communication, and
Collaboration.

Student collaboration is a hallmark of PBL. Students learn to work in peer groups, with
community members, and to collaborate with other students / mentors. Research supports the
use of student peer groups of approximately 3-4 people [7]. A challenge for the instructor will
include how to; monitor groups, account for equal learning of each group member, and ensuring
that a project actually requires as many students as the project allows. Countless articles, PBL
manuals, and other academic research cover this conundrum in detail. One suggestion often
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offered by PBL expert organizations such as the Buck Institute of Education (BIE) and the New
Tech Network can be summed into one statement; live the process. This is to say, if an instructor
wants their students to collaborate and evaluate their own works as well as their peers, the
instructor should be willing to do the same with his or her work (i.e. sharing of planning
documents and project details with peers, students, and others before beginning a project).

3.7 Community Connection / Public Presentation
The introduction of community members, experts from the fields, and parents into your
classroom is an essential piece of Project Based Learning. This facet of Project Based Learning
gives students the opportunity to master and evaluate several college and career related skills.
Many of these are not evaluated in a traditional learning environment, skills such as; oral
communication, collaboration, professionalism, technology literacy, and many more. This is the
also perhaps the most difficult aspect of PBL for instructors to prepare for. This phase requires a
great deal of planning and preparation.

In their work “Managing Project Based Learning: Principles from the Field”,
Mergendoller et. al succinctly offers the following advice for teachers to host such an event
successfully: “Train students to interact with community members. Students need to know how
to get funding and support for future projects.”[8]. Each project will have its own unique need
and opportunities for community involvement. As projects are created initially, there may not be
a great deal of community involvement. As they are reflected upon with peers, parents, and
learners, improvements should be made and an emphasis on community involvement should be
at the forefront.
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The opportunity to meet with community members in this unit comes in several phases.
First, after the teacher prepares students for the conversation (one or two days before a visit),
former students come into the classroom and share a retrospective summary of successful
behaviors and possible pitfalls. During this process students are welcome to ask any questions
about former experiences.

Another opportunity is when students are able to meet with experts and college students
at a local university workshop. In this case, Lawrence Technological University hosts a
workshop on the VCC challenge. Also important during this visit is the ability for young
students to see what the university level students are involved with.

A third opportunity for students to practice and present their understanding is at local
qualifiers for Robofest competitions. These qualifying competitions are hosted at a myriad of
sites and are great opportunities to prepare for the major competition hosted at Lawrence
Technological University later in the school year.

A local opportunity for students to display their learning is when parents of the students
are personally invited, by phone call, to the Board of Education meeting to see their students
present their robots and or programs. This event serves several purposes; to keep students
working on mastery, to keep parents informed on their students’ progress, and to show the
administration how important Computer Science is to the community and future of several young
minds in the district.
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The final opportunity for students to show their progress is the Robofest World
Competition. This venue hosts students from several nations across the globe. It is an amazing
opportunity for learners to meet peers from other cultures, to make new friends, and to build
confidence in their ability to compete. It is important that this event is not the first event in
which students have had to show their mastery of the challenges. If students have already had to
present and problem solve, this competition is much less nerve-wracking.

4. ROBOFEST

4.1 Robofest

Since Robofest is the main driving event for this particular project, this portion of the
work will focus on describing Robofest and a few of the competitions available to students in
grades 9-12. It is important to note that Robofest actually offers competitions to a much younger
crowd, even into elementary levels, as well as those old enough to be enrolled in post-secondary
education.

Robofest is a computer science based competition that caters to a variety of levels of
aspiring young minds. Although Robofest emphasizes programming in many of the challenges,
an endeavoring engineer; mathematician, inventor, and even a fashion designer, could find his or
herself easily being an effective member of a robotics team. The competition was founded by
Dr. CJ Chung, at Lawrence Technological University and has been in operation since the year
2000. From its humble beginnings, Robofest has emerged as one of the world’s finest
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competitions for students of all ages. This competition spans the globe with regional qualifiers,
collaborative efforts of public and private educators, community and university members.

The competition ends with a final world championship that draws members from all over
the world for a challenging and uniting series of competitions. What seems to set Robofest apart
from most robotics based competitions is that students are brought to the forefront and truly put
to task. Many other robotics competitions appear to be adult dominated competitions where
young learners are ancillary to the outcomes achieved. At a Robofest competition, adults
associated with students are removed from “the floor” and are relegated to the status of observer
for the entire event. The only person(s) touching a robot or computer are the participating
students. Of primary interest to educators at the secondary level are:


Vision Centric Challenge



Game



Exhibition

4.2 Robofest Vision Centric Challenge

The Vision Centric Challenge (VCC) is a proverbial page out of the book of Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the “Urban Challenge”. This challenge
hosted by DARPA pitted volunteer teams against one another in the creation of an autonomous
vehicle that would be required to navigate from one point to the next. At first, DARPA was
hosted in a desert terrain, far from an urban setting. Now the Urban Challenge has evolved into a
more complex challenge that requires vehicles to drive in an urban environment, obey signs, and
to navigate from one point to the next. Much like the DARPA challenge, VCC has also evolved.
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At first, the VCC challenge may have been to navigate around cones to a certain point
(e.g. a color paper on the floor) and then navigate back to the start position. The competitors had
to use a certain robot platform (L2 Bot), and were limited to one camera, no additional sensors,
and no user interaction. The VCC is an autonomous robotics challenge therefore user interaction
is still not allowed however; rules have changed on the types of robotic platforms and additional
sensors that may be used. Also part of the evolution of the VCC is the increased complexity and
requirements of the volunteer competitors (Appendix 1).

5. STUDENT OUTCOMES

5.1 The Objective Data

Many studies have investigated the effectiveness of Project Based Learning. Supporting
PBL is a matter of which data points are seen as crucial to defining the meaning of “success”.
This study will focus on graduation rates, attendance rates, and standardized testing as the
metrics in which to measure success. The comparisons will be made between schools that offer
full PBL curriculum and those that do not.

At Napa New Tech, a PBL environment, 98% of their students graduate high school [9],
[10]. This is compared to data citing that only 75% of students in California and 68.8%
nationwide, graduate with their classes [11], [12]. Furthermore, the New Tech Network shared a
report for the 2012-2013 year that shows a graduation rate of 83% [13]. What is most
compelling about this data (Appendix 3) is that the New Tech Network implementations in
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public schools and private schools throughout the nation. At the time of this report the New
Tech Network was represented in over 60 schools in 14 states in the United States of America.

On average, a New Tech Network School maintains a 90% attendance rate while the
national average is only 75% [10]. A local implementation of a PBL environment, Belleville
New Tech, boasted a 99% attendance rate the same year that its sister school, Belleville High
School, reported a 93.4% attendance rate. Both schools beat the state and national averages.
There was no discernible difference between students as they are comprised of the same
socioeconomic and ethnic mixture as the traditional high school.

Annual Percentage of Attendance
(2012)
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Annual Percentage of
Attendance

Belleville Belleville State of New Tech National
New Tech
High
Michigan National Average
School Average Average
Figure 5; Attendance Comparison Data

The data clearly shows an increased average attendance rate in PBL environments. There
is no conclusive data that explains why this data consistently shows an increase in attendance.
Suggestions have been made that it is a combination of the interdependence of students who
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collaborate. Others have credited the increased amount of student engagement in “projects that
matter” as opposed to rote memorization and tests. Whatever the reason, or combination thereof,
it is clear that the attendance data favors a PBL learning environment.

A major emphasis in schools across America is standardized testing scores. A challenge
in comparing standardized test scores nationally is that many states offer different tests, gauge
different benchmarks, and sometimes at differing grade levels. Until there is a nationally
standard test, the only reasonable way to make a case for / against a PBL environment using
standardized testing scores is to look at a case by case basis.

Figure 6; Manor New Tech Data [15]
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The data from Manor New Tech shows a clear lift in scores since implementing their
PBL learning environment. Similar statistics can be seen across several New Tech schools.
New Tech Network has issued a recent report showing that a national average of ACT scores for
the New Tech Network is a 20.8, this score is lower than the national average of 21.1 [14]. The
difference of .4 points on the ACT is on average less than one semester of growth [16]. Also of
note is the number of new implementations of PBL environments that are in the New Tech
Network which has seen an increase of almost 100% of the amount of schools supported by the
network from 63 schools in 14 states in the year 2012 to 120 schools in 18 states and two
continents (Australia), in the year 2013 [14].

5.2 The Subjective Data

The students at Belleville High School, who chose Robotics as a focus, were introduced
to computer programming using a Project Based Learning approach (Appendix 2). In order to
gain student data, a survey (Appendix 5) was created. Students were asked questions regarding
their perceptions on learning, confidence, and interest in regards to computer science / computer
programming. All questions were on a scale of 1-5 except one question; “After finishing this
course and the Robofest experience, what major did you pursue at college?”

The student survey data in figure 7 shows that student engagement was increased due to
the inclusion of Robofest. A common theme from student conversations and letters (Appendix
6) is that Robofest gave them purpose and authenticity to the challenges they faced in the course.
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Survey of Robofest Competitors From a PBL Environment

Did this course help you become successful in your college
programming classes?
How important was the Robofest competition to your ENGAGEMENT
/ INTEREST in the computer programming course at BHS?
How important was the Robofest / Robotics experience in building
your INTEREST in science, technology, engineering, and math
subjects?

How important was the Robofest / Robotics experience in regard to
your CONFIDENCE in science, technology, engineering, and math
subjects?

Mean

How important was Robofest / this course in making a decision for
your major at college?
How important was the Robofest / Robotics experience in regard to
your CONFIDENCE as a programmer?

Were you interested in pursuing college before this course?

How familiar were you with programming after you took the course?
How familiar were you with programming before you took the
course?

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Data derived from a population of 12 students who participated in Robofest from 2008-2012

Figure 7; Survey of students of Belleville High School Robofest competitors 2008-2012 (see Appendix 5 for more details)

This survey, along with data derived from appendix 6, shows a strong correlation to the
importance of the course, which was conducted in a PBL manner, and the success in college
programming courses. Also of note is the connection between the Robofest competition and an
increased interest in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) courses.
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Further data that has been observed that would support the implementation of a Project
Based Learning environment and its positive effect on student engagement is the additional
projects that students will assign themselves. In one such case, a high-school senior decided that
he would single handedly build a “Guitar Hero Bot”. This student used two Lego NXT modules,
6 NXT servos, a laptop, a web camera and created a program that autonomously played the
Guitar hero game using sight. The figure below shows a basic diagram of the project.

Figure 8: Guitar Hero Bot

This project encompassed a great deal of skill and research. The student responsible for
this challenge had to design a robotic layout, a program design, and seek solutions to many
shortcomings of the platform he was provided. Noting that there were difficulties with some of
the parts available in a Lego Mindstorms® robotics kit, he designed and created custom parts
using a Computer Aided Design software (CAD) and a 3D printer. In this process, he had to
collaborate with a local engineer, make detailed measurements, and test and perfect his designs.
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After creating the parts, the learner was met with several programming
challenges. His “need to know” list was seemingly endless. Since the student was so engaged in
his chosen project, he worked earnestly with the facilitator and spent several hours working after
class in constant research. Eventually, the process ended in a magnificent display of
programming and robotics. This project required advanced programming, mathematic, and
problem solving skills.

6. BARRIERS TO A PBL E NVIRONMENT
“I already do projects” is a common answer from many teachers who truly do not
understand the depth of planning and coordination that a true PBL, as defined by the Buck
Institute or the New Tech Network, requires. One of the first barriers are those which the
teaching profession has grown into for several decades, that of the teacher on an island. Most
school teachers can not truly discuss the details or expected outcomes of another teacher’s lesson
for a week, even if that teacher shares an adjacent room. In order for an effective PBL
environment to exist, teachers must not only share their lesson plans and projects, they must also
subject them to the feedback, scrutiny, and support of their peers. This practice is uncommon in
most educational institutions and not easily changed without staff buy in.
The best way to ensure success implementing a PBL environment is to create a support
team and a support network via organizations such as Buck Institute, New Tech Network, or
practiced professionals that might provide local support to PBL curriculum development,
implementation, and coaching.
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7. SUMMARY

The research offered within was intended to offer a research based curriculum that
engages and challenges students in a computer science / computer programming elective course.
Objective and subjective data abound in support of PBL environments. The explanation of
Project Based Learning presented in the work preceding this summary is a good foundational
introduction to the pedagogical approach, though many works are available which offer a much
deeper look at the implementation and challenges of changing from a teacher centered to a
student centered learning environment.

An integral piece of the PBL unit, outlined in Appendix 2, is the Robofest competition.
At the center of PBL is student voice and choice, and Robofest allows that for students.
Although the VCC was the only highlighted competition within this writing, Robofest offers a
litany of categories for competition and presentation that allow any student to pursue his or her
interest in the computer science and robotics fields. Moreover, Robofest and Lawrence
Technological University do an amazing job at making community resources and experts
available to schools that join the competition. Students who engage in Robofest not only learn
the content, they learn skills that enable them to collaborate with and learn from peers from other
schools, university level learners, university level educators, and experts in the fields. Student
creativity and presentation skills are highlighted throughout the many levels of all competitions.
Not only is Robofest a great experience, it is cost effective. Lawrence Technological University
offers their world class competition at a minimal entrance fee and, in some cases, can offer low
or no cost robotics for lease. The inclusion of Robofest into this PBL unit was a major reason for
the success of the unit and the success of the students who experienced it.
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9. APPENDICES
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9.1 Appendix 1
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9.2 Appendix 2

NTN PROJECT PLANNING TOOLKIT

BEGIN WITH THE END BRAINSTORM
Subject/Course:

Computer Programming 1

Grade Level:

9-12

Topic/Theme:

Introduction to programming via java

Semester:

1-1.5

Content Standards (Academic Rigor & Assessment)
What specific content standards, including Common Core, do I wish to
teach and assess with this project?

9-12.CT.1. use digital resources (e.g., educational software,
simulations, models) for problem solving and independent
learning
9-12.TC.1. complete at least one online credit, or non-credit, course
or online learning experience

Information Sources (Authenticity & Active Exploration)
What specific primary and secondary sources do I want students to
use for gathering information? What primary sources like novels,
diaries, experiments, interviews, video footage, data sets, etc. do I
want students to use?

Class website for set up of programs and tutorials:
http://mrbutka.net/java.html (note that this page changes often and is
not always set up for “beginners”)
Online text: http://mrbutka.net/JavaSite/ch01-overview/

9-12.TC.2. use an online tutorial and discuss the benefits and
disadvantages of this method of learning
9-12.TC.7. assess and solve hardware and software problems by
using online help or other user documentation

Java JDK download
Eclipse download
Turtle Library

9-12.TC.8. explain the differences between freeware, shareware,
open source, and commercial software

ACM Graphics Library
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9-12.TC.9. participate in experiences associated with technologyrelated careers
9-12.TC.10. identify common graphic, audio, and video file formats
(e.g., jpeg, gif, bmp, mpeg, wav, wmv, mp3, avi, pdf)

Robofest L2Bot code (from Lawrence Tech University)
LeJos information (for those students who have a desire to use the
sensors etc.)

9-12.TC.11. understand and discuss how assistive technologies can
benefit all individuals
9-12.TC.12. demonstrate how to import/export text, graphics, or
audio files

SWLO’s and Skills (Applied Learning)
Which school-wide learning outcomes or content skills would I like
to focus on with this project? Broader college and career skills?
Literacy skills?
Knowledge & Thinking (Problem solving, concept mastery)
Oral Communication (Presentation to class, BOE)
Written Communication (Essay, Journal)
Collaboration (peer feedback, community partners, resource sharing
doc)
Agency (using API, “something cool”, sensors)

Project Context (Authenticity & Adult Connections)
What real-world problem, challenge, or scenario could students
examine that would create the need for students to learn the content?
Student role? Audience?
Creating or modifying a system and programming it to
autonomously drive a vehicle safely around a dynamic course.
(Autonomous driving vehicle for the future)
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Enduring Understanding
Think big picture. What would I like
students to remember and understand a year
or a decade later?

Learning and implementing technology for creative problem solving requires trial and error and
is possible using patience in mastery and research.

Pause For A Reality Check!
In what way does the
project allow for multiple
pathways to address the
problem or challenge?

What types of core subject
knowledge, including standards on
state tests (if applicable), will
students learn to justify the time
spent doing the project?

What opportunities will
students have to engage
with relevant, important
data and information
sources?

How is this project authentic, either because
students are placed in a scenario that mimics
what professionals/ adults do or because
students are addressing a need or challenge
in a particular community?

NTN PROJECT PLANNING TOOLKIT
CULMINATING EVENT

Driving Question

What question are students being asked to answer which drives the project?

How do we as robotics programmers create a program and modify a robotics platform so that it autonomously and safely navigates from one
point to the next (of a changing destination).
How do we … create
So that

Performance Product/s

What final products will require students to apply what they have learned? What will students be expected to
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produce and/or present that
will allow them to demonstrate their knowledge and skills?
Students will create a course that follows the LTU Robofest parameters and program their robots to navigate said course even with instructor
manipulation (again, within LTU Robofest parameters) for show at a Board of Education meeting where they will present their challenge,
approach, and demonstrate their robot. Students will also compete at Robofest, where they are required / graded only by completing the course (not
winning).

Written Product
(aka Literacy Task)
Communication Type
What type of communication best
suits the context and allows
students to demonstrate what
they have learned?

What authentic written product will fit naturally within the context of the project and provide an opportunity
for students to synthesize information and demonstrate their content knowledge?
□ Informational
Describing a process or event, analyzing an event or text, examining a topic
Students will host a showcase for the Board of Education and the community and present their robots.

Prompt
Use the driving question,
Prompt: Now that you have built an autonomous robot, explain in detail, what modifications would be
communication type, and sources necessary in order to accomplish this feat for ordinary vehicles for everyday use.
from the Brainstorm page to
develop a prompt for your written
product. See NTN Literacy Task
Quick Reference.
Pause For A Reality Check!
To what extent do the products
represent something significant

How will the written
product/literacy task require

To what extent will students see the
connection between the written

When assessing these
products, what will I look for
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and meaningful beyond my
classroom?

students to review data and info
and synthesize knowledge from
their sources?

product/literacy task and
performance products?

in student work as evidence of
content mastery?

NTN PROJECT PLANNING TOOLKIT

IDENTIFYING TARGETED SKILLS
You can’t scaffold and assess every skill in every project, so it’s important to identify a set of skills you would like to target for this project.
Considering the final products you developed earlier, use the NTN Idea Bank to determine skills you would like to focus on.
Targeted Content
If my standards are the broad
goals, what specific subset of
skills does this project focus
on? Key facts?

● Basic Java skills
○ Variables
○ Math using Java
○ IF, Else IF
○ While
○ CASE / Switch
○ Thread
● Reading a JMF screen
○ Edit colors
○ Break screen
● Using sensors

Targeted Research Skills
What skills will I target to
help students gather
information? (I.e. notetaking, interviewing, finding
and evaluating sources,
documenting, etc.)

● Reading API (eventually up to Java API and LeJos API)
● Researching solutions / information for common errors
● Researching solutions / information for possible solutions
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Targeted Literacy Skills
Key
Vocabulary

Targeted School-Wide Learning Outcome Skills
SWLO:

API, IDE, Variable, int, Boolean, double, String,
Float, Object, Class, Method, return, public,
private, void, while, loop, if, else if, case switch,
keyword, interface, implement, array, sort,
recursion,

Reading
Comprehensio
n

Use of online text, API, and Tutorial
(informational text)

Pre-Writing &
Planning

Writing center support and push-in with ELA
instructor with template for informational writing

presentation to board

Oral
Communicati
on
SWLO:

Essay

Written
communicati
on
SWLO:

Programming basic skills set / vocabulary

Knowledge
and content
Writing Skills

Essay

SWLO:

Student / peer feedback and practice on robotics
challenges

Collaboratio
n
Pause For A Reality Check!
How have I prioritized the
most important skills?

What prior knowledge do students
have to assist them with developing
these skills?

Will the assessment of these skills be
individual or group? Both? What about
the scaffolding of these skills- will that be

Have I built in sufficient
time to scaffold these
skills properly?
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individual, group, or both?

NTN PROJECT PLANNING TOOLKIT

PROJECT PLAN AND BENCHMARKS
Project Launch
Project Name

Driving the Future

Entry Event
How might I introduce the
project to my students in a
way that produces
engagement, urgency for
the work, and need-toknows for the targeted
skills?

Showing video of DARPA challenges, KITT from Knight Rider, and the Google Autonomous Car. Show LTU
challenge and have guest speaker from LTU to initially assist with the Need to Know process

Project Plan (Early Phase)
Targeted Skills
Which skills will be targeted in this phase of
the project?

Anticipated Need-to-Knows
What need-to-knows do I expect/ anticipate
students will have after the Entry Event?

Lessons/Scaffolding Activities
What research, activities, workshops, or
discussions might help students prepare for the
Key Benchmarks?
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Basic programming skills and peer
collaboration

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How do we program?
How do we build / get a robot?
How can a robot make decisions?
How can a robot hear or see?
What is an object?
What is a method / instance method?
How do we not make lines?

1. Introduction to Java programming using
Turtles and ACM libraries
2. Left for a later portion of the PBL
3. IF: While: Loops: Iteration
4. Left for a later portion of the PBL
5. Online text
6. Online text
7. Reading the Turtle API workshop
PrBL problem #1: How do we as programmers
use multiple instance methods to create a single
Turtle object that draws our initials with
separate letters not connected by lines?
(chapters 1-3)

PrBL problem #2: How do we as programmers
create a Turtle object that uses a while loop to
draw an equilateral triangle with sides as long as
the user input defines? Example: if the user
enters 10, the Turtle draws an equilateral
triangle of 10 pixels on each side. (chapters 1-4)
PrBL problem #3: use one instance method
(that may contain many methods) to create a
single Turtle object that draws our initials with
separate letters not connected by lines. If the
user enters a number equal to or less than 10 the
initials should be blue, if the user enters a
number greater than 10 the initials should be red
(chapters 1-5)
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Key Benchmarks
What subtasks will students complete as
they progress toward the final products?

● Install Java and other lab software on home computers (if applicable) and on their individual
school computer
● Moving Turtle objects
● Having the Turtle draw pre-determined paths
● Having the Turtle draw paths based on user input / dynamic changes in the program

Reflection
What journals, discussions, or activities
might help students reflect on their
progress mid-project?

● Short essay journals based on need to knows
● Journal entries based on thoughts / ideas for other programs for Turtles

Project Plan (Middle Phase)
Extension/ Twist *

Install L2Bot software and JMF to give your computer “eyes”

Targeted Skills
●
●
●
●

Creating user defined classes
Defining methods
Using JMF
Reading and editing screen
input/output
● Making a robot
● Making a robot move
● What is a color wheel?

Anticipated Need-to-Knows
8. How do we build / get a robot?
9. How can a robot make decisions?
10. How can a robot hear or see?
11. What do you mean “screen input or
output”?
12. What is JMF?

Lessons/Scaffolding Activities

PrBL problem #4: How do we as programmers
show the world in opposite colors using a color
wheel to define opposites?
PrBL problem #5: How do we as programmers
get a computer to say “stop” when it sees a stop
sign, and “go” when the stop sign disappears?
Robotics workshop via LTU or in-house per
instructor.
Counting pixels using the JMF
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Key Benchmarks

JMF installation, separation of screen and acknowledgement of colors / amount in pixels. Present
for BOE.

Reflection

Course discussion on implications / possible uses of this type of technology (not only for
autonomous vehicles)

Project Plan (Late Phase)
Extension/ Twist *

Robofest Qualifier / World Championship competition

Targeted Skills
● Connecting vision with action (robot)
● Using API to “power-up your robot”
○ (do something cool)
● Start to finish, completing the VCC
challenge course at BHS
● Start to finish, complete the VCC
course at Robofest Worlds.

Anticipated Need-to-Knows
● What is the VCC challenge?
● How do we “see” all those colors and
make decisions?
● What other sensors can we use?
● How do we use other sensors?

Key Benchmarks

Finishing challenge courses with robot

Reflection

Essay, video reflection for next year students.

Lessons/Scaffolding Activities
● LeJos
● Counting pixels and creating lines using
g.drawString()
● defining multiple colors and creating
thresholds
● VCC challenge introduction

*Optional project feature where students get new information or a twist in the scenario that pushes them deeper into the content
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Pause For A Reality Check!
How does each of the benchmarks
demonstrate student progress toward
the final products?

What breadcrumbs, extensions, and/or twists must I
include in the
entry event and afterwards to evoke student need-toknows?

To what extent have I maximized studentcentric activities?
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9.3 Appendix 3
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9.5 Appendix 5
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9.6 Appendix 6

Jon Siterlet:
As one of Mr. Butka's first students to participate in Robofest, I can confidently say that it was an enlightening and motivating experience. It
circumvents the somewhat bland and simple letter-grade assessment and instead creates a much more involved atmosphere. No longer are you
reaching for just a grade; now, you are under the scrutiny of peers and professionals alike, forcing you to elevate your work (at least for those who
want to impress).
This competition-based system actually increased my awareness and interest into technology as a whole. I was able to see what others my age were
doing, as well as gain insight from real-world developers. Just the simple exposure to a community like Robofest allowed me to truly appreciate the
power of technology and all of the achievements that could be accomplished by the programming masses.
Lofty ideals aside, competing in Robofest helped me in a much more practical sense as well. Firstly, I immediately had a head start on nearly all of
my scholarly peers upon entering college. I gained not only programming skills, but also knowledge in project management, deadlines, and personal
responsibility. None of my traditional high school classes even came close to delivering that type of essential experience. Secondly, it also gave me
something substantial to show off during my first interviews with actual development companies. An award-winning robot leaves a much more
lasting impression than a high school GPA. Because of this, I was able to land my first job in the industry just two years out of high school, not even
half way through my college degree. This gave me the invaluable ability to learn in school while applying my education to an actual job in my career
field.
Since then, I am now a self-employed technology consultant for businesses and individuals. I am enjoying financial success as well as personal
fulfillment being able to do what I love for a living. Working for myself and driving my personal ambitions at the same time is a very
rewarding endeavor and one that I feel fortunate to have. While competition-based learning wasn't the sole cause of this, it was definitely one of the
early pillars upon which I've built my professional foundation. I can honestly say I am enjoying a better life with the early help of Mr. Butka's
teaching style and courses.
Jon Nabozny:
How was has the implementation of competition based assessments raised your personal interest as well as your ability to learn computer
programming?
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While many people around me had started locking in ideas of what they wanted to attend college for and the jobs they wanted to pursue, I had very
little clue my last two years of high school. I was fortunate enough to enroll in a computer programming course. I found this material highly engaging
and it came very natural to me. Unfortunately, with any structured course, there's only so much that can be covered in a semester. Competitions (in
my case Robofest in high school and later the International Ground Vehicle Competition in college) gave me a way to channel the passion I had for
computer science in a structured way; instead of going out and trying to learn more for little personal projects, they provided a meaningful goal to
stride towards. Also, because it wasn't simply learning for a grade, but rather gaining skills to compete (and on a limited time frame), competitions
gave a sense of both urgency and accomplishment. Even when you didn't win, you still had a sense of pride that you at least made it to the final site.
Although I've never "won" any of the competitions I've been in, and they've caused me quite a deal of stress when things weren't going well, they've
been pivotal in expanding my knowledge of computer science; I would say much more so than any class that I've taken.
What impact did the experience have on your college and career choices?
As mentioned previously, I had little idea of what I wanted to do as far as college and a career after high school until I found programming. The
competitions (Robofest in particular) was a huge deciding factor in choosing Lawrence Tech as the school I would attend. The main reason was that
without aggressively having to advertise LTU as a major school for computer science, it definitely gave the impression that it was a prominent field
of study at that university. Secondly, there was a scholarship for the top ranked participants. Unfortunately I didn't receive this scholarship, but I was
still hooked. Through my experience with the competition, I was able to create relationships with key faculty members that not only aided in my
education goals, but also helped me get hired as a robotics lab assistant on campus. This was a very important step in my development, as it not only
gave me a decent work experience, but it also compelled me to continue with robotics (and competitions) and join Lawrence Tech's IGVC team.
Currently, I work as a Software Engineering Intern in an Automotive OEM focused company, something I attribute highly to the knowledge I gained
through the various competitions I have been involved with.
Ultimately, competitions had a great impact on my college choices and goals, and although I am not pursuing a career in the subject matter of the
competitions (robotics), they have played a pivotal role in my development and allowed me opportunities that would have been otherwise missed.
Alex Kearns:
The Robofest competition gave programming a new twist. Yes I could solve a problem but now with competition, I need to not only solve the
problem, but to it better/faster than my competitors. It was a different angle to view the situation from. This lead me to learn new ways to
program long codes and really helped me develop the skills and solidified my understanding of the material.
2.) The impact from this really got me excited and really passionate for programming. It made me want to learn as much as I can from the
best schools around and really set my career path towards that of computer science.
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9.7 Appendix 7
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9.8 Appendix 8
Link to the Prezi presentation which includes videos:
http://prezi.com/4ulnxkfs5yg9/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share

